The nation of the United States of America was founded on the principles
of protecting the natural rights of its citizens and to limit the power that
collects to the government. Each generation must be taught the importance
of guarding against those who would disregard the limits imposed on
government and increase the powers not granted to the government. Today
our state and the nation is in peril because we as a people have failed to
maintain our vigilance. And we have failed to pass from one generation to
another the knowledge and the lessons history provides that will prevent
the rot from within our institutions. We must rebuild that civic
involvement of our citizens so they may once again take pride and
ownership in their own governance and not let politicians determine how
to be governed.
There is a general feeling in the country that the people do not like what is
going on in Washington and that The Congress and the President are
unable to resolve their differences or govern the country based on the
principles of the Constitution. The people we have elected to represent us
generally are not doing what we elected them to do. They pass laws that
nobody reads, understands or knows what the impact will be on the rest of
us.
There must be a better way. And there is. Thomas Jefferson laid it out for
all of us in his letters and writings after he left government. He firmly
believed that our federal and state governments must be divided into
wards and precincts. And the people in those small district make the rules
by which they wish to be governed.

The Missouri Precinct or MOPP was started primarily to encourage
citizens to become involved again in their local communities by
Running for Committeman/women in their Townships and hold
monthly meetings for the citizens in
their Townships
Attending local meetings of their respective village/city hall councils
and school board and fire
district meetings
Talk to their friends and neighbors and churchgroups about the issues
and get them involved
Walk their neighborhoods and precincts and encourage citizens to
register to vote
and vote in all elections
Work very hard to elect constitutional conservatives in the Primary
elections
Check us out on www.moprecinctproject.org and sign up to become a
volunteer or send us an email with your questions to
Missouriprecinctproject@gmail.com.
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